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Abstract. The authors explored a method to control dynamic RGB light source 
in accordance with human visual environment and possibilities of physical in-
teraction with light source of full color capabilities. We developed a color 
model composed of hue, grayscale, brightness components and an algorithm to 
transform RGB values into the color space of the model. We implemented the 
color model using full color light emitting diode (LED) in a light source device 
designed for people to interact with color physically. We set up an experimental 
environment for human color perception to prove visual and physical interac-
tion effect of dynamic light source and object with color composition governed 
by the color model and the device.  
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1   Introduction 

As one of the color output peripherals of computer, we have light emitting diode 
(LED) as a light source with comparable range of colors as digital RGB monitor to 
display information in characters, images, motion pictures. Cost of LED device unit 
has been reduced and its usability including the lifetime improved, and we occasion-
ally see a modern architecture being illuminated by huge numbers of them. 

In the history of illustration, art and craft, human being started expression by 
scratching cave walls with stone or charcoal, then invented lampblack, pigment from 
ground minerals or dye and methods to deposit them with oil or glue on such media as 
paper (papyrus), animal skins (parchment or vellum), clay boards or wood walls, 
textiles, glasses. In modern age of communication, product and industrial design, 
colors are obtained by elaborative process of mixture of chemical ink and paint to be 
fixed on paper, metal or plastic. They are selected and designed to show colors under 
sunlight or a light environment of expecting space for the object to be used or placed. 
Those reflecting object colors are analyzed by the three pure colors of cyan, magenta, 
yellow, called subtractive primary and synthesized by their subtractive mixture. Color 
solid based on such as Munsell color appearance system (1912) [1], for example, or-
ganizes object colors by three dimension values of hue, value (lightness), chroma. 

Contrary to the long history of color of object, candles, beautiful stained glass of 
churches from medieval era or gas street lamp as precedents, color control of light 
source or lighting design has been only ventured on the latter years of 20th century 
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along the development of new type of light systems such as halogen lamp, high inten-
sity discharge lamps such as mercury, high pressure sodium and metal halide lamp 
including recent laser or fiber optical technology and their combination or arrange-
ment technique.  

The color of light source consists of three pure stimuli of red (R), green (G) and 
blue (B) called additive primary and are synthesized by their additive mixture. CIE 
standard colorimetric reference system (1932) is the standard system to organize and 
specify color of light by three dimension components derived by RGB values. 

But in actual world of lighting design, hue of light source color is decided by selec-
tion of type of light bulbs and their mixture which are measured by color temperature 
or described by the term of color rendition. Vivid hue of light has been obtained by 
tinted bulbs as ornament, by neon sign as advertisement in a dark environment, or by 
color screen filters in theater, but their numbers and sequence of color hue change are 
limited in several patterns. Only continuous changes in brightness and saturation are 
obtained simultaneously by control of power supply. 

Computer displays are limited in size for human visual field but are able to control 
one million pixels independently in ten million different colors, each of them more 
than ten times in a second. Full color LED’s consist of RGB luminous elements in-
vented late 20th century are catching up those displays in speed and color varieties, 
and they are improving in brightness to replace lighting bulbs as light source in public 
space or living environment. 

It is not difficult to light a LED device on and off by setting RGB value. If you de-
velop a program to choose a series of color, set the corresponding RGB values and 
send them sequentially or randomly to LED output from computer, you can obtain a 
dynamic color source. A couple of commercial products implemented such function 
are already found on market. But if you plan to design a continuous change of color 
hue from one to the other responded to dynamic input data, or design subtle color 
changes such as expression of the sky at sunrise or sunset, we have few design princi-
ples other than prescribed cell animation technique. 

Although we have systems to organize and describe colors of static object or static 
light source, we do not have much knowledge about: 

− Color system for visual interactive environment to harmonize dynamic light source 
and object 

− Interface to control dynamic light source color 
In this paper, we explore these problems in a color model to control RGB light 

source and design an interactive device based on current computer and LED technology. 

2   Optical Tone Color Model 

Human being perceives color in lightness, hue and chroma. On the other hand, color 
outputs from device such as computer monitor or full color LED are light which con-
sist of red, green and blue by additive mixture color method. To adjust RGB values 
for computers to control colors visually for human being, we must be sensitive the 
difference and find a practical way to manipulate colors by numbers. 

If you imagine you are in a living room and able to select one color for the room 
light and to change hues continuously, it will be preferable their brightness to be  
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constant for smoothness in the eye. Current sequences of color hue change, typically 
observed at popular live music spaces, ignore brightness control and the light stimuli 
will be perceived uneven to eyes time to time. To remove this discomfort, we explore 
a color model focused on constant brightness as the first principle. 

The brightness value b is defined by RGB values using the luminous coefficients 
(α, β, γ) unique to the device and defined by CIE standard. 

b= αR+βG+γB (1) 

Then we collect constant brightness colors on a flat plane and arrange their pure 
colors around a hue circle. Hue is defined by the ratio of RGB value and pure colors 
are a set of hues that have the largest difference in RGB values. Our color model is 
intended to use in a visual environment coexisting of dynamic source color and object 
colors, we selected a color system to arrange hues based on psychological four primary 
colors of red(R), green(G) , blue(B) and yellow(Y) harmonizing additive primary for 
light source and subtractive primary for static objects. Practical Color Coordinate Sys-
tem (PCCS) defined by Japan Color Research Institute [2] is one of the widely ac-
cepted system in designing color tone of objects in Japan. We interpolate and extend 
24 hue values of the PCCS color system to 256 of hue values h, and allocate pure col-
ors around the hue circle for each brightness value plane (2). 

Fig. 1 illustrates the difference of RGB value distribution for a hue circle in HSB 
(hue, saturation, value for brightness) color model [4] and for a hue circle of a con-
stant brightness value in PCCS color model. 

If you keep brightness value constant and increase the maximum value from RGB, 
and decrease the minimum value to the intermediate one, you reach a gray (no color) 
of the brightness. The grays should be located on the center of color circles for each 
brightness value. Mixed colors of the same brightness will be distributed on a circle 
from the center for gray and to circumference for pure colors according to its gray-
ness. The value in radial dimension defines the grayscale g of colors (3). 

Thus we obtain a color model named “Optical Tone color model” defined by hue, 
grayscale and brightness (h, g, b) components. A color represented by RGB values 
will be transformed to hgb and allocated in a cylindrical space defined by color circle 
of constant brightness stacked by its gray value from black to white in height. Grayish 
colors are located near the center axis, and pure colors on circumference of the cylin-
drical space. 

Color circles from three types of color model are illustrated in Fig. 2. The lowest 
ones are Johannes Itten's 12-hue color circles in which yellow, red and blue are speci-
fied as primary colors and arranged complement colors in opposite diagonals [3]. The 
uppermost ones are HSB hue color circles consist of RGB additive primary colors and 
obtained by linear mixture of the RGB values (Fig. 1). The middle ones are of the 
Optical Tone color model which maintain complementary characteristics with diago-
nal colors and their brightness in a circle as constant. On HSB model, hues are defined 
by proportional RGB ratios, but we observe in the diagram the brightness is not con-
stant on a circle. Johannes Itten's model is visually proportional but numerical conti-
nuity is broken in a circle and hard to manipulate by computers. The Optical Tone 
color model is designed in visually proportional still computational to control hues. 
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Fig. 1. RGB value distribution for HSB and constant brightness hue circle 

 

Fig. 2. Color circles based on HSB, Optical Tone and Itten's color model 

If you transform RGB values to hgb by the algorithm with process (1)(2)(3) de-
scribed above, you are able to manipulate a color of light independently along hue (h), 
grayscale (g) and brightness (b) in the Optical Tone color model space. If you specify 
one color in the Optical Tone color space (a point in hgb space) and inversely transform 
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the hgb values to RGB, you are able to obtain the adjusted color emission of the hue, 
grayscale,  brightness from RGB device. If a point moves around in the Optical Tone 
color space (h(t), g(t), b(t)), the LED will perform dynamic color emission accordingly. 
Fig. 3 shows the RGB-hgb transformation diagram. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.  RGB-hgb transformation diagram 

 
Typical lighting controller of today for a single color light bulb regulates power 

supply by slider or rotator to control intensity of illumination. If the Optical Tone 
color model is applied to a RGB light source such as LED device and RGB-hgb trans-
form algorithm is implemented, you are able to control the hue, brightness, grayscale 
of the light independently. If you follow the cylindrical space and dimension of Opti-
cal Tone color model, you may able to assign your arm motion of rotating action to 
change of hue, of vertical action to brightness and of horizontal action to gray scale, 
for example, to control light source color of a RGB output device. 

3   Physical Interaction with Optical Tone Color Model 

To prove perceptional and psychological smoothness of the Optical Tone color model 
for dynamic color environment, we designed and manufactured a light source object 
(Optical Tone light source device) that allows us to control hue and brightness of light 
intuitively by physical interaction. 

The basic concept of the Optical Tone light source device is a tumbler (Fig. 4). 
The top globe implemented LED light is designed as same shape and same size as the 
bottom part (250 mm in diameter). The twos are connected by a metal rod (1150 mm 
in height). The shape has an effect for people to draw their visual attention to the top 
part and give them an impression of a globe emitting color light floating in the dark. 
The weight in the bottom (approximately 11kg) is carefully adjusted to balance and to 
provide a comfortable response when people touch and push the top to swing at a 
moderate period. In the bottom, a three-axes acceleration sensor is embedded and 
detects swinging motion to control color output of LED’s (6 units, 3W for each). The 
hgb-RGB algorithm transfers round motion of the device to hue control and swing  
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Fig. 4. Optical Tone dynamic light source device 

 
motion to brightness control in accordance with the Optical Tone color model. Fig. 4 
shows dimension and color control of the Optical Tone device. The device allows 
people to interact physically with color dynamism in the Optical Tone color space.  

4   Visual Interaction Experiment of Optical Tone Color Model 

As Optical Tone color model is based on hue circle of PCCS color system composed 
from psychological four primary colors, and the model provide a method to control 
light source color with constant brightness, it is applicable in designing visual envi-
ronment to harmonize light source of full color capability and color of objects (prod-
ucts or printing materials) in a space. 

As an experiment of visual interaction, we set up in a closed dark space several 
Optical Tone devices which function as dynamic light source based on the Optical 
Tone color model with graphically composed walls which function as a static reflect-
ing object governed by the same Optical Tone color model (Fig. 5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Experimental space for visual interaction based on Optical Tone color model 
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The wall graphic pattern consists of vertical stripes to be visually effective with 
Optical Tone light source which swings horizontally (Fig. 6). To disturb human color 
perception of foreground and background of the pattern, we designed stripes of same 
width and in a complicated color combination for each side, and the height of them to 
be tall enough to cover the viewer’s perspective. To maximize the visual effect of 
reflection of dynamic light source, we kept the lightness of each stripe color as a con-
stant. The chromas of them are adjusted to arouse a sense of visual resistiveness and 
sense of depth in dimension. 3 side walls covered by stripes with large dynamic hue 
range are intended to produce a spectacles of color interaction with dynamic lights 
from several swinging devices at a time. The graphic patterns are printed on a large 
size paper by a printer in our office and pasted on the walls.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Wall graphic for visual interaction experiment 

 

Fig. 7. Visual interaction of dynamic light source and static object 
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The experiments for visual interaction are carried out as art installation style in 
several places [5] (Fig. 7) but not under a strict scientific control. 
The observations at the experimental spaces are: 

− comfortable motion and dynamism of color by intuitive physical interaction with 
Optical Tone device draws not a least interests of people.  

− illusions of colors by visual interaction between the dynamic color of light and 
wall graphics are perceived spectacularly. 

Some people refer to playfulness, healing effect, communication inviting character-
istics of the device. Others check the relation between globe position of the device 
and hue and brightness of the light by rotating or swinging. Some of them confirmed 
such visual perception phenomena as complementary characteristics or color consis-
tency in the experimental space. 

5   Conclusion 

Expecting visual environment of dynamic full color light with static object coexis-
tence in a living space of near future, the authors developed a color model based on 
color circle harmonized for light and material and focused on smoothness of bright-
ness. The color model is implemented in a light source device controllable along hue 
and brightness by intuitive physical interaction. The experiments are carried out in a 
space surrounded by graphic walls composed by the same color model. Comfortable 
responsibility of physical interaction to control color by the device and optical illusion 
caused by visual interaction between the dynamic light source and the wall object are 
observed at a considerable level. The methodology is to be explored in further appli-
cation to lighting product or visual communication.  
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